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Introduction
Section A (the short writing task) required candidates to produce a short writing task in
Russian (25-50 words) in response to a choice of four questions that relate to both of
the prescribed themes (Media, travel and culture/Sport, leisure and work). The task was
assessed for communication and knowledge and application of language only.
Section B (the longer writing task) required candidates
to produce some extended writing in Russian (at least 90 words). Candidates had to choose
one of four possible tasks that related to both of the prescribed themes. Tasks offered
opportunities for candidates to narrate, express opinions and to justify points of view. The
task was assessed for communication, knowledge and application and accuracy of language.
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Question 1 (a)
Candidates were asked to describe a favourite musician or group they had seen. An opinion
was required about the performance.
Candidates responded well to this question and managed to come up with a variety of
possible musicians from pop to rock to classical composers. The best examples described
succinctly the make up of the group or a description of the musical genre. Clear descriptions
of a performance included details such as where the event took place and what the
audience felt. A large number of candidates ignored the word limit of 25-50 words. Stronger
candidates used appropriate and correct adjectival forms as well as showing a good ability
to use the past tense. Simple opinions such as the verb "любить" were well known.
a very good example of a question that fits the exact requirements of the task. candidate to
describe a favourite musician and when they saw the musician perform giving an opinion on
this.
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Examiner Comments

candidate produced 39 words, easily within the 25-50 word
target.group mentioned with two qualifying facts (it is a famous
rock group and the name of the singer). implies that the
candidate has seen the group on more than one occasion but the
first time created a strong impression. high level of vocabulary
with no repetition. some complex items and fluent response.

Examiner Tip

keep to the word limit as this does focus the response.
plan equal amount of response to each bullet point.
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Question 1 (b)
Candidates were required to discuss what they usually eat on holiday. The second bullet
point required a description of something different to be sampled on a future holiday and
the reasons for this.
The second bullet point was an issue for weaker candidates. They either didn’t mention
anything new that they would eat using a future construction or instead they chose to
talk in depth about what they ate on their last holiday. Stronger candidates gave excellent
justification for what they would try as something new.
Several candidates did not mention what they like to eat on holiday but just talked about
thier usual eating habits. Candidates were not disadvantaged for this but are encouraged to
read the stimulus task very carefully.
This question allowed for an impressive range of food related vocabulary to be employed
candidate required to describe usual eating habits on holiday with expansion to describe
what will be eaten on a future holiday and why.
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Examiner Comments

the candidate goes over the expected word limit with an introductory paragraph which
is irrelevant to the question. the main paragraph comfortably hits the required word
limit. for communication and content the candidate scores a mark of 7/10 as there is no
reference as to why the candidate would like to try Japanese food. there is also minimal
response to what the candidate usually eats but much detail about eating on a previous
holiday. the candidate has made a good atempt to relate the whole response to holiday.
the candidate scores 9/10 for knowledge and application of language with a wide range
of vocabulary and eveidence of clear understanding of tenses. language is clearly
manipulated although not faultless.

Examiner Tip

do not spend too much time on introductions.
communication refers more to the actual bullet points.
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Question 1 (c)
This was the most commonly attempted answer from section A. Candidates were required
to discuss which subjects they currently study and describe their  future work plans and
why such a career interests them. Very competent answers were received from learner
candidates; this is obviously a subject that is taught thoroughly in schools.
Stronger candidates gave convincing responses detailing the subjects they have chosen.
Less strong candiadtes mentioned subjects that they like but did not state whether they are
actually studying them. Some confusion arose around the correct verb to use for "to study".
Изучать was well known but учиться caused more difficulty. Some candidates talked about
their subject choices for the following year without mentioning what work they intended to
do.
The most popular professions were lawyers, doctors, accountants, film producers and
designers.
An example of a candidate who has good ability to manipulate language but who does not
tackle the exact requirementsl of the task.
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Examiner Comments

this candidate demonstrates a good variety of vocabulary and
structures. the candidate shows some good connective type
structures. the candidate shows ability to manipulate tenses.
there is good evidence of subordination. in communication
the candidate performs strongly in the description of subjects
being studied but is less secure in the communication of future
intention. The candidate mentions the desire to study in America
but no mention of an intended future career.

Examiner Tip

check the response against the task requirements.
check spelling of more complex vocabulary items in
a dictionary eg следующие
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Question 1 (d)
This was the least commonly chosen question from section A. Candidates were required
to discuss which hobbies and activities are the most popular amongst young people. The
second requirement of the task was to mention a hobby that the candidate had pursued
previously with the reason as to why they no longer do it.
Candidates must ensure reading the question carefully; this was the least well answered
question as some pupils talked about their own current hobbies instead of what activities
and hobbies are popular in the UK. Candidates showed a sound knowledge of the past
tense, hence accessing the higher boxes of the Knowledge and Application of Language.
Stronger candidates wrote impressively about the interests of young people and moved
away from simple descriptions of sport. Less confident candidates could however discuss
the importance of sport in the UK. Several versions of the Russian for "United Kingdom"
were suggested.
a candidate who has taken on board the requirements of the task. the candidate
demonstrates good communication and content with less secure knowledge and application
of language.
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Examiner Comments

the candidate has read the task well and gives
detailed response to the stimulus with good
reference to how people spend their free time.
the candidate also deals with the bullet point
about a hobby that he/she no longer pursues
with some justification for this.

Examiner Tip

use the dictionary to check exact meanings
of required vocabulary. Proof read to check
for alphabet errors eg ето or это.
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Question 2 (a)
Candidates were required to write about an event that had taken place in their town.
Candidates had to give their impressions of the event and say whether they would attend
such an event in the future. This question was the least commonly attempted in section B.
Music and sporting events were the most commonly described. Stronger candidates took
the opportunity to employ an impressive range of vocabulary as well as showing strong
evidence to manipulate their responses. Stronger candidates also balanced their responses
by giving full reasons as to why they would or would not attend a similar event in the
future.
Some weaker candidates misinterpreted the instructions and wrote a response in which they
simply described their home towns. Some less confident candidates also demonstrated less
ability in manipulating verb forms with ambiguity between the formation of past and future
structures.   
the requirement was to disuss/describe an event that had taken place in the town with an
extension on whether the candidate would attend a similar event in the future.
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Examiner Comments

the candidate scored full marks for accuracy of language as the
accuarcy is very high though not necessarily faultless. the candidate
shows a wide range of appropriate vocabulary and structures with
some complex items. the language is well manipulated throughout.
for communication and content the candidate scores 13/15 as it is
a detailed response. further information about a future event would
have scored the response higher.

Examiner Tip

ensure full possible answers to each element of
the task. try to give wider range of adjectives
in a section B response.
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Question 2 (b)
This was by far the most popular question in section B. Candidates seemed to respond
convincingly to a very familiar topic area. Candidates were expected to write a response
in which they described what for them is an ideal holiday.They were also required to write
about whether they had already been on such a holiday or when they intended to go in the
future.
Stronger candidates responded fully to the task with an impressive range of vocabulary and
very secure use of different tenses. Good reasons were given for the choice of ideal holiday.
There was clear evidence of a range of different tenses, although verbs of motion caused
some problems. In particular there was confusion between travel by transport or on foot.
Several candidates stated that they would be walking to their ideal destination.
Weaker candidates did not take on the exact nature of the task and simply wrote a generic
essay about a holiday they had been on. Some weaker candidates described their last
holiday and barely mentioned (if at all) their ideal holiday.
Some candidates made reference to a past holiday being their ideal break but failed to
justify why it had been the ideal holiday. A surprisingly high number of candidates wrongly
used the transliteration “Идеал холидей" in this task. This seemed especially unusual as all
candidates should have had access to a dictionary.
A response to the question about an ideal holiday. Candiadates should give full justification
about what constitutes an ideal hoilday.
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Examiner Comments

this candidate shows a good level of accuracy in
the response. verbs are generally secure and the
language shows less accuracy when more complex
structures are attempted. the candidate is generally
at ease with subordination and shows some ability
to use more complex vocabulary. the candidate
scores 7/15 for communication and content as the
response is not specifically geared to this question.
there is less emphasis if any on what actually is
an ideal holiday. the candidate talks about liking
camping holidays but does not describe such a
holiday but instead describes a trip to Russia.

Examiner Tip

make sure that all aspects of the question are dealt with.
check formation of letters so as not to confuse в and б
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Question 2 (c)
This question was the second most popular in section B. Candidates were required to
discuss what they do to keep fit and what they intended to do to keep fit in the future.
Stronger candidates dealt fully with the demands of the task and showed evidence of using
a wide range of tenses and vocabulary to justify their responses.  
A number of candidates gave general healthy living advice to the reader instead of writing
about what they actually did themselves to keep fit and have a healthy lifestyle. In this
case, they were scored less for communication and content. The majority of candidates who
attempted this task were very knowledgeable about this subject and had some great ways
of leading a healthy life. This topic is evidently well taught in centres.
a required response on how the candidate keeps fit and how the candiadte intends to do so
in the future.
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Examiner Comments

this candidate is clearly at ease in producing
and manipulating the Russian language. there
is clear evidence of highly accurate spelling and
manipulation as well as competent usage of more
complex structures and tenses. the candidate
scores 12/15 for not producing a very detailed
response. the response is slightly short and would
have been more detailed with greater emphasis
on the future intentions. the candidate has some
competent ideas which lack some development.
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Examiner Tip

ensure all elements of the task are
answered with equal emphasis on
each part. do a word count as a point
of reference, it is less likely to have
sufficient detal in a short response.

Question 2 (d)
This question was not as widely answered as questions 2b or c. Candidates were required
to describe a school sports day giving their opinions about what they and their friends had
done.
Stronger candidates gave full responses emplying a wide range of appropriate vocabulary
and impressed with their knowledge of athletics vocabulary. These candidates had been
well prepared for the task with reference to whether they would like to take part in a similar
sporting event in the future with relevant reasons.There was an impressive use of the past
tense in the answers to this question. Many candidates attempted to manipulate more
unfamiliar language using a dictionary to their advantage.
Some candidates seemed more unsure as to what a school sports day actually is and scored
less for communication and content by describing an activity in school. This activity may or
may not have been related to sport.
Weaker candidates failed to address all parts of the question. Some forgot to mention their
friends in their writing and others moved away from the sports day and talked in general
terms about which sports they like/dislike doing.
the requirement of the task was to describe a school sports day with opinions and feelings
given. there was a requirement to discuss the opinions of friends as well.  
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Examiner Comments

this candidate completes the majority of the task with relevant
information. the task is reasonably linked as a whole though
there is a less ambitious approach. the candidate shows evidence
of vocabulary knowledge but does not expend sufficiently and
lists sports at one point. there is some evidence of opinions and
competent use of past tense. there is minimal use of present
tense and no use of future. the candidate is aware of case
endings but demonstrates some inaccuracy in these.

Examiner Tip

check that all tenses are deployed in order to access the
fullest range of knowledge and application of language marks.
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Section A
section A responses were those where candidates had not indicated which question they had
attempted in section A.
For comments see individaul questions 1a, b, c or d.

Section B
section B responses were those where candidates had not indicated which question they had
attempted in section B.
For comments see individaul questions 2a, b, c or d.
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Paper Summary
The general feeling from this exam was that candidates were well prepared. There were
some highly impressive performances from candidates at the top end of the ability range,
not only in terms of the range of grammatical structures and vocabulary produced, but also
in the sophistication of their opinions and points of view. The introduction of the dictionary
on the whole allowed candidates to give impressive and fluent answers although there is
some need to ensure sufficient practice in language manipulation.
It was pleasing to note the high performance from many candidates. The majority of
candidates were obviously prepared and clear of the requirements for this specification.
The level of candidate performance on this paper was promising this year and candidates
showed good awareness of the importance of employing past, present and future tenses
as well as the requirement to give and justify opinions in order to access the full range of
marks.
Stronger candidates performed especially well in section A by responding fully to both of
the targeted bullet points and by writing close to the word limit. The majority of candidates
did take on board the need to respond to the bullet points but a large number also wrote
a number of words which far exceeded the word limit. This did not adversely affect the
communication and content mark but it did lead to some cases of irrelevance.   
There was evidence of efficient and effective use of the dictionary to support the content
though less convincing responses showed a less secure ability to manipulate vocabulary into
the correct grammatical forms andsone incorrect items selected from the dictionary.
ADVICE AND GUIDANCE
• Read all rubric carefully                                                                                         
• Ensure answering all required questions. Some candidates wrire resonses which
incorporate elements from each of the questions.                                                                                 
• Candidates must include past and future tenses in their answer to access the higher mark
bands                                                                                                          
• Check verbs endings carefully                                                                                  
• Check spellings carefully                                                                                                  
Consider handwritten form of letters                                                                        
In secton A make sure that both bullet points are addressed                                       
Beware writing a generic essay which does not fully address the question in section B   
Remember that a mark of zero for communication and content will mean a mark of zero for
knowledge and application of language and for accuracy.                                               
Avoid spending too long writing an excessively long answer for section A                                           
Make sure that the answer to section B is at least 90 words. A shorter answer will result in
less marks being awarded for knowledge and application of language and for accuracy          
Make sure that the dictionary is employed appropriately                                                       
Make sure to cross the correct “question answered” box
Stronger candidates performed especially well in section B by responding fully to the
stimulus and reading to respond to the exact requirements of the tasks. The appropriate
register was invariably employed. As in section A there was much evidence of efficient and
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effective use of the dictionary to support the content though less convincing responses
showed a less secure ability to manipulate vocabulary into the correct grammatical forms.
There was some evidence of candidates who have some knowledge of Russian but whose
main language is another Slavonic language. Often their written work is highly influenced
by these languages and accuracy suffers as a result. Spelling shows evidence of being more
phonetic and inaccurate.
There continues to be confusion with certain Cyrillic letters such as “у and и” and mixing
up э, е and the Ukrainian є. «ето» featured in many scripts. One script was written
entirely in Serbian with no attempt to Russify and there were cases of candidates writing in
transliteration. Candidates need to be aware of the need to write in Russian Cyrillic.
A small number of answers showed evidence of misreading/misunderstanding the questions.
Centres are encouraged to ensure that candidates have a sufficient grasp of written Russian
to enable them to perform to their best in this paper as well as giving candidates sufficient
practice in responding to task types.
The past tense seems to be the most successfully used tense by candidates. The future
is well recognised and fromed with я буду + present tense, as opposed to the perfective
future. Also, я formed in the present tense was successful, but 2nd and 3rd person forms
were often problematic.
Nominative adjectival agreements were often incorrect, especially in plural form. the
adjective is less secure in case endings.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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